Introduction
The relationship between Aubry-Mather theory and the new tools of symplectic topology has attracted quite a bit of attention over the last years. These two approaches correspond to two different ways of looking at Hamiltonian systems. While the former investigates the dynamics of the system in the phase space, the latter takes a more global look at the topology of the path that the Hamiltonian flow describes in the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. Trying to relate and combine these "internal" and "external" information is a very intriguing task.
In this article we shall concentrate on the relation between the action minimizing properties of the flow of a convex Hamiltonian and its "asymptotic distance" from the identity.
Given a Tonelli Hamiltonian H and its corresponding Lagrangian L (obtained by Legendre duality), Aubry-Mather theory associates the so-called β -function (or effective Lagrangian). Roughly speaking, the value of such a function represents the minimal average Lagrangian action needed to carry out motions with a prescribed "rotation vector". The Legendre dual of the β -function is what is called the α-function (or effective Hamiltonian). See section 4 for precise definitions.
On the other hand the corresponding Hamiltonian flow ϕ t H determines a curve in the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. Recall that there are several natural metrics that can be defined on this group, in particular the so-called Hofer distance [11] and γ -distance 1 [20] (see section 2).
Studying the connection between these objects arises quite naturally and has indeed been studied by several authors in the last years.
One question, for instance, concerns the relationship between β H (0), associated to a Tonelli Hamiltonian H , and the asymptotic Hofer distance from the identity of its time-one flow map ϕ 1 H . Observe that the definitions need to be adjusted since ϕ 1
H
is not compactly supported, while the Hofer distance is only defined for compactly supported Hamiltonians.
In [16] Siburg proves, in the case of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms on the cotangent disc bundle generated by a convex Hamiltonian H , that the asymptotic Hofer distance yields an upper bound for β H (0) (see Proposition 5.3) and asks whether or not equality holds. In this paper we show that Siburg's question has a negative answer (Corollary 5.6), by constructing examples of convex Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms for which the asymptotic Hofer distance from the identity is strictly greater than the asymptotic γ -distance (Theorem 5.5). However, Siburg's question has a positive answer, provided the asymptotic Hofer distance is replaced by the asymptotic γ -distance (Proposition 5.3). Moreover, we extend these results to the case of general Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms generated by autonomous Tonelli Hamiltonians (Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2).
Our proof uses the theory of symplectic homogenization, for which we refer to section 3 for a short presentation and to Viterbo [22] for more details. Observe that Corollary 5.6 is also stated in Cui [7] . However, as the author kindly confirmed to us, there is a gap in the proof of [7, Proposition 7] . Although our proof goes along completely different lines, we are grateful to X Cui for drawing our attention to this problem.
Observe that this definition only considers the flow of a given Hamiltonian at time t = 1. In the study of the dynamics, however, one is interested in the long time behaviour of the system and it would be more relevant to get global information, such as, for instance, the asymptotic Hofer distance from the identity introduced by Bialy and Polterovich in [2] .
Definition 2.2 (Asymptotic Hofer distance)
Let ϕ be a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism in Ham 0 (T * T n ). The asymptotic Hofer distance from the identity is:
It follows from the triangle inequality that the above limit exists and that
The γ -distance
One can also introduce another metric on Ham 0 (T * T n ), commonly referred to as γ -distance. First of all, let us recall the following construction (see Viterbo [20] for more details). Let L 0 denote the set of Lagrangian submanifolds Λ of T * T n , which are Hamiltonianly isotopic to the zero section O T n , ie there exists a Hamiltonian isotopy ϕ t such that Λ = ϕ 1 (O T n ). Consider Λ ∈ L 0 and let S Λ : T n × R k −→ R to be a generating function quadratic at infinity (GFQI) for Λ (see Viterbo [20] for the definition). Since Λ is Hamiltonianly isotopic to O T n , then S Λ is unique up to some elementary operations. Moreover, if we denote by
, where D − is the unit disc of the negative eigenspace of the quadratic form B associated to S Λ . Therefore to each cohomology class α ∈ H * (T n ) \ {0}, one can associate the image α ⊗ T (T is a chosen generator of H * (D − , ∂D − ) ≃ Z) and, by min-max methods, a critical level c(α, S Λ ) (see Viterbo [20, pages 690-693] for more details).
Let us now consider ϕ ∈ Ham 0 (T * T n ). Recall that its graph
is a Lagrangian submanifold of T * T n × T * T n , where T * T n denotes T * T n with the sympectic form −ω (see for example Cannas da Silva [5] ). Since T * T n × T * T n is covered by T * (∆ T * T n ), where ∆ T * T n is the diagonal, we may lift Γ(ϕ) to Γ(ϕ), which is still a Lagrangian submanifold in T * (∆ T * T n ). Moreover, since ϕ has compact support, we can compactify both Γ(ϕ) and ∆ T * T n and we obtain a Lagrangian submanifold Γ(ϕ) in T * (S n × T n ). In Viterbo [20, page 697 and page 706] the author defined the following distance from the identity.
The γ -distance of ϕ from the identity is given by:
In particular, this can be easily extended to a distance on the all group:
We also define
It is possible to show again that γ(
Analogously to what we have already seen for Hofer distance, one can introduce the asymptotic γ -distance from the identity:
The asymptotic γ -distance from the identity is:
Similarly, 
Symplectic homogenization
In this section we want to provide a brief presentation of the theory of Symplectic Homogenization, developed in Viterbo [22] . The main goal of this theory is to define a notion of "homogenization" for Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of T * T n . More specifically, it provides an answer to the following question. Given a Hamiltonian H(q, p, t), supported in a compact subset of (q, p) ∈ T * T n and 1-periodic in t, one would like to study whether or not the sequence of "rescaled" Hamiltonians
"converges" to some Hamiltonian H , for some suitable topology.
The first problem is represented by what one means by "convergence". A plausible interpretation would be as convergence of the time-one flows of H k to the time-one flow of H . However, since the C 0 -convergence of the flows does not hold in general, then the chosen topology must be rather weak. In the following we shall consider the topology induced by the γ -distance defined in section 2.2. Observe that the convergence in this metric does not imply any sort of pointwise or almost everywhere convergence.
Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 4.2 in Viterbo [22] ) There exists a projection operator
such that the sequence H k γ -converges to A(H) = H , ie the associated time-one flows of H k γ -converge to the time-one flow 2 of H . In particular, A extends by γ -continuity to a map A :
Moreover, the map A satisfies the following properties:
(4) The map A extends to characteristic functions of subsets, hence induces a map (still denoted by A) between P(T * T n ), the set of subsets of T * T n , to P(R n ), the 2 Although H is in general only continuous, one can nevertheless define its "time-one flow" as an element of Ham 0 (T * T n ), ie the completition of Ham 0 (T * T n ) with respect to γ . See Humilière [13] for more details about this space. set of subsets of R n . This map is bounded by the symplectic shape of Sikorav [19] , ie
(6) We have
Given any measure µ on R n , the map
is a symplectic quasi-state (cf Entov and Polterovich [9] ). In particular we have A(H +K) = A(H)+A(K), whenever H and K Poisson-commute (ie {H, K} = 0).
We refer to Viterbo [22, Section 6] for a proof of this theorem. Observe that property (6), which will play a crucial role in our proofs, can be deduced from the fact that c ± are continuous with respect to the γ -topology (see Viterbo [20] ) and that
Remark 3.2 (i) As a result of (5), if u is a smooth subsolution of the stationary Hamilton-Jacobi equation, that is H(q, p
(ii) From (5) we also get the following statement. Let
So far we have considered compactly supported Hamiltonians. Actually the whole theory can be also extended to the non-compact case, but one needs to impose some conditions on the "growth" of the Hamiltonian. We shall say that a Hamiltonian H is coercive if lim
Let us describe the autonomous case, which we shall use in the sequel. Given H : T * T n −→ R a coercive Hamiltonian, the basic idea consists in considering a truncation of the Hamiltonian 
Action minimizing properties of convex Hamiltonians
In this section we want to recall some notions of Mather's theory of minimal action. In order to do this, we need to restrict our analysis to a special class of Hamiltonians H : T * T n × T −→ R, which are C 2 , strictly convex and superlinear in the fibers and have complete flows. These Hamiltonians, which are also called Tonelli Hamiltonians, play an important role in the study of classical mechanics and provide the setting in which Mather's theory and Fathi's Weak KAM theory have been developed (see for instance Mather [15] , Fathi [10] or Sorrentino [18] ).
Let H be a Tonelli Hamiltonian and consider the associated Lagrangian L : TT n ×T −→ R, which is defined by Legendre duality by the formula:
Recall that the associated Euler-Lagrange flow ϕ t L is obtained as the solution of the equation q, v, t) , t , to the Hamiltonian flow ϕ t H . Let µ be a probability measure on TT n × T, which is invariant under the Euler-Lagrange flow (ie (ϕ t L ) * µ = µ). We define its average action as
Let us denote by M(L) the space of invariant probability measures on TT n × T, with finite average action. Given any µ ∈ M(L) we can define its rotation vector or Schwartzman's asymptotic cycle as the unique ρ(µ) ∈ H 1 (T n ; R) that satisfies
It is possible to show (see Mather [15] ) that the map ρ : M(L) −→ H 1 (T n ; R) is surjective and hence there exist invariant probability measures for each rotation vector. Let us consider the minimal value of the average action A L over the set of probability measures with a given rotation vector. This minimum exists because of the lower semicontinuity of the action functional on the set M(L) for the weak- * topology (see Mather [15] ):
This function β H is what is generally known as β -function or effective Lagrangian.
A measure µ ∈ M(L) realizing such a minimum amongst all invariant probability measures with the same rotation vector, ie A L (µ) = β(ρ(µ)), is called an action minimizing measure with rotation vector ρ(µ). The β -function is convex and therefore one can consider its conjugate function (given by Fenchel duality) α H : H 1 (T n ; R) −→ R defined by 
Main results
In this section we want to study the connection between the Hofer and γ -distance on one hand, and Mather's theory of minimal action on the other hand. We shall then state our main results. Let us start by observing that Tonelli Hamiltonians clearly do not belong to H 0 , since they lack compact support, and hence their time-one maps are not element of Ham 0 (T * T n ). Therefore, we need to restrict them to compact subsets of T * T n and, as done by Siburg in [16] , consider "nice" compactly supported extensions, such that the Hofer and γ -metrics are independent of the choice of the extension. In the autonomous case this can be achieved by using the conservation of energy to obtain well-defined "truncated" flows and then smooth them out. We shall then see how the same proof extends to the setting considered in Siburg [16] .
Let us consider H(q, p) an autonomous Tonelli Hamiltonian on T * T n . Then, for each r and each sufficiently small ε > 0, let us consider functions f r,ε such that:
• f r,ε (s) = s for s ≤ r;
• f r,ε (s) ≤ r + ε for all s ∈ R and f r,ε (s) ≡ r for s ≥ r + ε;
• |f ′ r,ε (s)| ≤ 1 for all s ∈ R (this assumption will only be used in section 5.3 to define the Calabi invariant). Now, we can define new Hamiltonians, given by H r,ε = f r,ε (H). If we denote by S r := {(q, p) ∈ T * T n : H(q, p) ≤ r}, then our new Hamiltonians will satisfy the following conditions:
• H r,ε − r is supported in S r+ε ;
• H r,ε coincides with H on S r ;
• H r,ε is bounded everywhere by r + ε and satisfies the condition d p H r,ε ≤ C , where C = sup S r+ε d p H .
We shall denote the set of all these possible extensions by H r,ε (H). We can now define Hofer and γ -distances from the identity:
-Hofer distance. We set
The above limit is well defined since if H r,ε and K r,ε are two different extensions of
Note that d H (id, ϕ; S r ) only depends on S r and ϕ, and not on H . We could also take a non-autonomous Hamiltonian, possibly non-convex, generating ϕ, provided it coincides with H near S r . Indeed, the time one flow of ϕ t Hr,ε = ϕ Also this limit is well defined, for the same reasons as above. In fact, if H r,ε and K r,ε are two different extensions of H in H r,ε (H), then
The same argument as before shows that γ(id, ϕ; S r ) depends only on S r and ϕ, and we have the same lower bound as for d H . Analogously one can also define the associated asymptotic quantities d H ∞ , γ ∞ and c ±,∞ .
We can now state our first result.
Theorem 5.1 Let ϕ be the flow of an autonomous Tonelli Hamiltonian H : T * T n −→ R and let S r ≡ {(q, p) ∈ T * T n : H(q, p) ≤ r}. Then, for each r > inf p∈R n α H (p):
More precisely, c −,∞ (ϕ; S r ) = inf p∈R H(p) = −β H (0) and c +,∞ (ϕ; S r ) = r.
Observe now that using Proposition 2.5, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.2 Let ϕ be a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism generated by a Tonelli Hamil-
The method used to prove Theorem 5.1 allows us to provide a new proof of Siburg's result in [16] (see also Iturriaga and Sanchez [14] for a generalization to general cotangent bundles). Let B * T n denote the unit ball cotangent bundle of T n , ie B * T n := {(x, p) : p ≤ 1}. Siburg considered the set of admissible Hamiltonians H S consisting of all smooth convex Hamiltonians H : B * T n × T −→ R that satisfy the following two conditions: S1) H vanishes on the boundary of B * T n , ie H(q, p, t) = 0 if p = 1; S2) H admits a smooth extension K H : T * T n × T −→ R that is of Tonelli type and depends only on t and p 2 outside B * T n × T.
Then, he defined the following group:
Observe that we cannot apply directly Theorem 5.1 in this setting, since these Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms are not necessarily generated by autonomous Hamiltonians. However, due to the special form of the Hamiltonians, the above results remain true. (1) it coincides with H in B * T n × T;
(2) it is non-negative and bounded by ε outside B * T n × T and satisfies d p H ε ≤ C outside B * T n × T, for some constant C depending only on H ; (3) it depends only on p 2 and t outside B * T n × T.
We denote the set of all these Hamiltonians by H ε (H). As before, we set
For the same reasons as before, these definitions are independent of the chosen H ε and one can define analogously the associated asymptotic quantities.
Proof of Proposition 5.3
Note first that the left-hand side inequality is just Proposition 2.5. Let ϕ ∈ Ham S (B * T n ) be generated by a convex Hamiltonian H and let K H denote its smooth extension to T * T n × T, given by condition (S2) in the definition of H S . Then,
where in the last equality we used that α K H coincides with the symplectic homogenization K H .
Let B 1 denote the closed unit ball in R n with the standard norm. First, we want to prove that K H ≡ 0 on ∂B 1 . Then, using the convexity of B 1 , it follows easily that K H ≤ 0 in B 1 and that:
K H = 0 and min
In order to prove that K H vanishes on ∂B 1 , observe that for each p 0 ∈ ∂B 1 , K H vanishes on the Lagrangian submanifold Λ p 0 := T n × {p 0 }. The claim then follows from Theorem 3.1 (5).
The proof of Proposition 5.3 can now be obtained applying Theorem 3.1 (6).
In fact,
Using the fact that K H and H ε coincide on B * T n and proceeding as in Lemma 5.7, one can deduce that H ε (p) = K H (p) for each p ∈ B 1 . Moreover, since H ε is bounded by ε, we obtain:
Similarly for the infimum of H ε , we have
using for the last equality the fact that the left-hand side is independent of ε. Now we use the fact that H ε ≥ 0 on T n × {p} for any p ∈ R n \ B 1 and Theorem 3.1 (5), to conclude that H ε (p) ≥ for p ∈ R n \ B 1 , and hence inf p∈R n H ε (p) = inf p∈B 1 H ε (p).
Therefore, substituting in (3) and using (2) we can conclude:
Proof of Theorem 5.5
In this section we shall construct examples of ϕ ∈ Ham S (B * T n ) generated by a convex Hamiltonian H , such that γ ∞ (id, ϕ) < d H ∞ (id, ϕ) .
Proof Let ϕ ∈ Ham S (B * T n ) and H(q, p, t) be a (not necessarily convex) generating Hamiltonian. Recall from the definition of Ham S (B * T n ) that H(q, p, t) = 0 on p = 1 and that it admits a smooth extension H ε : T * T n × T −→ R in H ε (H), which is a function only of t and p 2 outside B * T n × T and which is bounded by ε outside B * T n × T (see section 5.2). Now, denoting by ϕ ε the time-one flow ϕ 1 Hε , we may write:
Hence, using (5), we obtain:
Since H(q, p, t + 1) = H(q, p, t), we can conclude that:
In order to find our example of ϕ ∈ Ham S (B * T n ) such that γ ∞ (id, ϕ) < d H ∞ (id, ϕ), it is sufficient to find ϕ such that γ ∞ (id, ϕ) < 1 Vol(B * T n ) |Caℓ (ϕ)|.
n be a cube of side δ < 1 3 contained in T n . Let H be a negative convex Hamiltonian of the form H(q, p) = γ(q)( p 2 − 1), such that γ(q) ≥ 0 and
where c << C .
Observe that:
(1 − p 2 ) dp .
If we set k := { p|≤1} (1 − p 2 ) dp, then
In order to conclude the proof, it is sufficient to prove that lim ε→0 |H ε (p)| < δ n Ck Vol(B * T n ) for all p, where as usual H ε denotes the symplectic homogenization of H ε . Then, applying Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.9, it follows that
In order to prove this, we use the fact that if there exists a Lagrangian submanifold Λ p = ψ(T n × {p}), where ψ ∈ Ham(T * T n ), such that −H ε |Λ p < A, then −H ε (p) ≤ A; see Viterbo [22, Theorem 3.2] . We look for Λ p in the form
with f satisfying the condition p + df (q) = 1 on U 2δ .
Lemma 5.10
For all vectors p in R n there exists a smooth function f on T n such that df (q) + p = 1 on U 2δ .
Proof We must find a vector field u(q) of norm 1 on U 2δ , such that df (q) = u(q) − p on U 2δ . Take u to be constant on U 2δ , then f (q) = u − p, q and extend this to a smooth function on T n .
Then, −H ε (q, p + df (q)) = 0 on U 2δ (because df (q) + p = 1)
Hence −H(p) = |H(p)| = lim ε→0 |H ε (p)| ≤ c for all p. Therefore, we proved that
Provided we choose our constants to satisfy c < δ n Ck Vol(B * T n ) , this concludes the proof of Theorem 5.5.
Remark 5.11
The truncation of the Hamiltonian H at level 0 gives an example of a compact supported Hamiltonian map on the unit cotangent ball B * T n for which the Hofer and γ -distance differ.
